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let’s
take more
simples
let’s
take a
simple

and more!
we handle portions
of physical stuff

sometimes these parts
get together

either by natural or by
artifical means into ...

We did it!
we built the
castle as I promised
you ... well ...
a few weeks ago?
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mmmmmh
Are you sure, dad?
after all we still
have just a bunch of
plastic bricks.
We just changed
their positions in space.
have we really created
something new?

you asked a
tricky question!
let me see ...
we have
two cases

2 humans
+
325 bricks
=
327 entities
bricks son

dad

castle?

what is really
there, then?

dad

bricks

son

2 humans
+
325 bricks
+
1 castle
=
328 entities?

since the egyptians in
the ancient world ...

since
the stone age,
humans shaped
stuff into objectand thus they
take them
as real

and my
castle?

Sbj + Verb + Obj
Plato, any idea
where entia are?

Even our
language is
shaped so that
we conceive
reality as made
of objects
which, obviously,
are made up
of parts

Duccio da Boninsegna, Last Supper, 1308

it was the same in all western culture.
for instance, in most medieval frescos
no object is occluded. each object
appears as a whole. As a result, Look
at how innatural is the position of
objects on the table.
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look up!

plato, aristotle, and many
others conceived reality
as objects eventually
glorified as forms

so, an object
is some kind
of whole.
but what is a
whole? what
gives it unity?
and is a whole
something
real?
is there
anything above
and beyond
the most elementary components of
reality? is all
just tiny
particles?

There are many different
kinds of wholes. Some
are easy to define like
chairs, cups, phones
and the like ...

but consider a town, or a
flock of birds, or an ants’
nest, or a hive of bees.
Do they compose a
real unity? why not?

what about things
like hurricanes, galaxies, tornados and waves?
They are made of parts
have no fixed relation

and a score
of music? or a book?
or a computer character
made up of pixels in a CPU.
are they a whole or not?
O

in the same way, we live through time.
We are made of temporal parts too.
what is that gives unity to different
instantiations of a person through
his or her life?
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and what about us? aren’t we some
kind of whole, too? We are made of
gazilliones of cells and molecules.
Are we something more?

time
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O2

H2O, food

CO2

Waste

well, it surviVes up to a point.
beyond a certain level of ENTROPY, the
organization collapSes and the person
sadly ... is no more
Yorick,
my dear friend,
where are you
now?
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The human body substitutes
almost all its molecules
in a decade or so --- yet the whole
which is the person survives
for instance, you can change all players
of a team, and the team still urvives, but if
a partner changes, a new marriage occurs

LIONS 2011

LIONS 2012

Smith & Smith

Scott & Smith

with this lump
of clay, I will
make a beautiful
statue of
mercury

...
and, of
course, there
are a few
famous cases
that every
school boy
knowS ...
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before

after

Athenians refurbished theseus’
ship so thoroughly that they
substituted every piece of
the original ship. EvenTually,
in the alleged theseus ship,
no original pieces WAS left.
IS IT STILL tHESEUS’s?

THE ONTOLOGY OF wholes IS so
troublesome that many scholars
claimed they are not real, OBJECTS
are TAKEN TO BE arbitrary SELECTIONS

we make
constellations
by putting together
certain stars rather
than others

a ‘whole’, like a
constellation,
is nothing
but our vision

GOMBRICH

JAMES

QUINE

Goodman

Are constellations
real, then?

mount nominalismore!

yet, ALthough ontology sinks ...
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I
fear that this
epistemic lifeboat is
not very sure! the
mental-sharks are
hunting us!

can we
go faster?

representation

HARD
PROBLEM

third
reign

NC of
thought

BINDING
problem

AND THE MIND DOES NOT SCORE BETTER THAN THE WORLD

fill in the areas with a dot
and find the natural wholes ...
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if there are no
real wholes in
the world, how can
THERE BE wholes in
our minds? after
all, A SUBJECT IS
a piece of the
world

let’s start with the
most radical view: maybe
there are no wholes!
ALL for
your
wholes!!!
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Hei!!!
we disappeared!
and my castle did
too!!!
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OK, let’s TRY
SOME OFF-THE-SHELF
SOLUTIONs. LET’S BUY SOME
MEREOLOGICAL THEORY!

NIHILISM
no wholes

Only some wholes are
true. yet no waterproof
crtierion is available!
We are back!!
and my castle
too!

too many
castles,
PERHAPS ..

restricted composition
some wholes are more
wholes than others

unrestricted composition
every CONCEIVABLE set of
objects is a whole
this time only persons
or, at least, living
organisms are allowed!
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back again!!
but my castle
isn’t!
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unrestricted composition is fine because
there is space both for us and for the
castle. unfortunately it GETS too
crowded. infact, it is plagued by gerrymandered objects made OF the most
outrageous combinations of parts

Inwagen’s and merrick’s:
only persons or living
organisms are true wholes
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in sum, ... what can we say about objects/wholes?
what are they?

just
arbitrary
subjective
entities?

YES

Pros: No ontological worries
Cons: who creates us
by thinking?

NO
YES
no whole
at all?

start again likewise philosophy has done since Plutarch’s time

nominalism
objects are akin
to centers of mass

NIHILISM
there are just simples

Pros: No ontological worries
Cons: we do not exist

every
combination
is a whole?

YES

unrestricted composition
any group of objects is a
real whole
Pros: logically clean
Cons: jerrymandered objects

essentialism
are objects
wholes independently
of their
parts?

YES

are only living
organisms
wholes?

YES

Pros: one whole, one ecceitas
Cons: what the hell is an
ecceitas?

inwagen’s claim
only living organisms
are objects/wholes
Pros: finally, we are there!
Cons: what is a living organism?

YES

are only
persons
wholes?

YES

merrick’s claim
only SUBJECTS are wholes
Pros: we exist!
and bacteria don’t!
Cons: why are we so special?

is our ontology
correct?
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NO
LET’S BE BRAVE
AND consider
A very BOLD MOVE
LET’S CONSIDER A
FUNDAMENTAL NEW
ONTOLOGY!
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let’s recap. objects are some kind of wholes,
but wholes depend on our notion of existence
which is based on an individual-property oriented
ontology. Is this ontology a sound one?
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let’s
change
the
ontology,
then!

individuals

but how?
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An individual-property
the tradition is
a received onoriented ontology
tology based
and its four evangelists
on the notion
of individuals
and their properties. roughly David Lewis
um
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that the world
d
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ar
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individuals persisting through
k
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c
time and instanc
Ri
tianting proper- Saul Kripke
ties along the
way. it is a very
appealing view,
ic
ca
hungry
r d o ’s c at
from a logical
perspective.
Yet, is it true?
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existence
properties

?????

Jaegwon Kim

individuals

properties

time

the individual/property view entails that
somehow a whole, to be such, must have
some intrinsic structure. individuals
autonomously instantiate their
properties. yet, What if the notion of
the individual were just an empty shell?

mmmmh ... what if such
a tradition were wrong?
what if there were no
individuals at all?

individuals

i ed
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a few well known facts
may thus be reconsidered

since prehistory, artists haVE exploited the capability to single out face-like
wholes from the physical continuum, thanks to the existence of a specialized
area in the brain. yet would faces exist if such an area were wiped from
everyone’s brain? do faces exist independently of brain?

BTW, I am no more
real than the
others!!!

Arcimboldo, 1527-93

Georges Braque, 1882-1963
Salvador Dali’, 1904-89

now, consider that many objects do not exist for different subjects. Look at
the three crosses on the wall. they exist only for some of the subjects
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a hint may be not to consider wholes
as individuals, but as occurrences
in time. thus The two crucial notions to (re)consider are time and existence.

TIME
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EXISTENCE

space

A

A, B, and C
may interact
together

D

E

DO

N

B

when the clock strikes four, if you
count the strokes as 'one, one, one
would it be crazy to say “That clock
must be going mad; it has struck one
o'clock four times!'

B, D and E
cannot

DI

C

N

unity in time

time

DO

unity in space

N

N
DI
is it possible to have unities in time? but
how? spatial parts may interact, but
do temporal parts interact together?

Rene’ Descartes

my thought requires time to complete and yet I feel as if it was
a unity in its own right. How is that possible since my thought
must be made of parts in different instants of time?

23:02:01

23:02:02

23:02:03

23:02:04

although we assume newton’s view that reality may
be described by a temporal limit, this is not the
case, most of our everyday world is made of
parts spread on a discrete temporal interval.
no time, no familiar world

lim(reality)
Isaac Newton

thoughts are not the only things
spread in time, but their physical and
neural underpinnings are spread too.
How could they become a unity? How
may A THOUGHT be a series of spikes?
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IN
science
something
exists if and
only if it
produces
effects

Causation

T IM
E

?
whenever
there are effects,
it is customary to
assume that there is
something that caused
them. Conversely, if x
does not produce any
effect whatsoever, the
mandatory conclusion is
that x does not exist. This
is what scientists did for
dark matter, black
holes, unseen planets, neutrinos, and
so forth

Jaegwon KIM

Let’s consider now the
notion of existence.
What is the simplest
criterion to say that
something exist?s

EXISTEN
CE

does an object exist by itself?
NO, it doesn’t!!
For instance, would a key be a key if it
were not for the existence of the corresponding lock?
you are a key
only because of me! without me, you would just be
a piece of metal!

Samuel Alexander

this is not a key.
It is just a scrap
of metal

cause-effect
relational
ontology
A
B
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samuel
alexander’s
dictum

individualproperties
ontology

so we can rethink our ontology. Everything is
relational. reality is grounded in the causal
geometry that fleshes out everything

EX
IS

“to exist is
to have
causal
powers”

C
C
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we may thus
step away from a world where entities
exist autonomously to a world where
entities are mutually constituted and
emerge out of causal relations

like the six men and the elephant, the traditional idea of an object is an invention.
There is no individual waiting to be touched
by the blinds, there are only momentary
causal coupling between parts

earth
moon

is real
a Center of
mass?
the notion of
Object is akin to that
of center of mass. They
are epistemic shortcuts
useful to refer to more
complex causal processes

traditional objects are
like the light in the fridgewhenever you look at them,
they are there

but what happens to the
castle when nobody
watches it?

real wholes are
those that are
actually embedded
into causal processes.
our brain often helps
but itis not special
by any means.
Further, wholes
do not exist
absolutely, but
take place in time!

t=t
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the same rationale holds for object properties
consider a tree, for instance

weight

earth
shap

e

co

lo

perceptual
system

a
sh
de

smell

r

color
system

IN short, a relational view of objects
and wholes suggests that an object does
not exist in virtue of any intrinsic reason.
The object is the result of a causal
entanglement between different portions
of the physical continuum.

air
surfaces
any property is embedded into a corresponding causal process. If the world were
different the object would be different too
inside an
alleged
object there
aren’t any
hidden properties.
each property is the
result
of the
interaction
between
that
object
and the
external world. Clearly if an object is
defined by the sum of its properties it
means that the object is not inside, whatever “being inside” might mean. The object
and its properties are spread in the world.

to recap ...

to be a key, a piece of metal needs a lock

4 6 5

9 10

12 14 11 16 20
43 31 13 37 3
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to be a cross, a set of signs needs a detector

this means that neither objects nor their
properties exist in isolation. Everything we
know is the result of a causal interaction

to be a face, a set of signs needs a fusiform gyrus
I would not
exist in
isolation!

And so forth --- so I suggest that
a property is always a function of
two physical events (the cause and
the effect) and, in turn, that the
object/whole is nothing but a
bundle of properties and
thus a bundle of
causal processes.
in short, Your
castle is a castle
because it may
interact with you
as a castle!

neither
would I!
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likewise, there is not just one
castle but many ... one for
each causal process

luigi Pirandello
(1867-1936)

I foresaw a
somewhat akin view when I suggested
that every man is singled out by his or her
peers. anyone is “one, no One and One
HUndred thousands”

ground

let’s go back
to the
traditional
question:
given N simples,
how many
wholes
are there?

N

2 -1

N

1) using Nihilsm
they are just N

2) using Unrestricted
composition they are
many more

SO,
we should not
ask
whether
objects exist
but rather

3) using the causal
view presented here,
they are as many as
there are actual
causal process

millions of years

8 minutes

where

7 seconds

1 second

and

150 milliseconds

when
do they
take place?

as to when an
object takes place, if objects are causal
processes, they must take time to complete.
Some may be short and some others may be very very
long. yet, why should we be suprised?
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time

Consider this
example.
on 30 October you
buy a lottery ticket

the relation
between objects
and time is a very
intimate one.

time goes by.
did you buy the
winning one?
not yet

an object is
undefined
until it produces
an effect

the night of 31
dec you win!!!
ùnow the ticket is
the winning one!
was it before?

523
107

the
winner
is 523107

thus its existence
depends
on the
passing of time
in which effects
can occur

the present
changes the past

wE HAVE AN APPARENTLY
PARADOXICAL SITUATION IN WHICH
THE CAUSE OF THE CAUSE IS THE EFFECT

the ticket you bought was
not the winner until the extraction, but afterwards it
became the winner since the
time you bought it.
30 nov

THE EFFECT OF THE EFFECT IS THE CAUSE

31 dec

30 Oct

30 Oct

AND

30 nov

you buy the
ticket
which is not yet
the winner

bidimentsional time

31 dec

the ticket is not
yet the winner

you win!
the extraction
changes the past

objects are like the winning
lottery tickets!
they take place against all odds.
OUT OF GAZILLIONS OF POSSIBLE
OBJECTS ONLY A VERY FEW BECOME
ACTUAL OBJECTS.

WINNING
LOTTERY TICKET
since 30 oct

An object takes place only when
it produces an effect, but when
it does it was there since the
beginning

AFTER 31 DEC THE TICKET WAS THE
WINNER AND that it has been SO AS
FAR BACK AS OCT 30
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so, that’s
my best guess,
reality is a collection of causal
processes that give
rise to objects and
wholes. OBJECTS DO
NOT EXIST, RATER they
take place. so your
castle is somewhere in the
flow

C A U S AT I
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N
I
have lots
of other
questions
but ...
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